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ABSTRACT
The field of artificial intelligence (AI) has experienced spectacular
development and growth over the past two decades. With
recent progress in digitized data acquisition, machine learning
and computing infrastructure, AI applications are expanding
into areas that were previously thought to be reserved for
human experts. When applied to medicine and dentistry, AI has
tremendous potential to improve patient care and revolutionize
the health care field. In dentistry, AI is being investigated for a
variety of purposes, specifically identification of normal and
abnormal structures, diagnosis of diseases and prediction of
treatment outcomes. This review describes some current and
future applications of AI in dentistry.
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W

hat once seemed like science fiction is now
becoming reality in health care. Artificial intelligence
(AI) is a fast-moving technology that enables machines
to perform tasks previously exclusive to humans.1 Advances in
AI offer a glimpse of such health care benefits as decreasing
postoperative complications, increasing quality of life, improving
decision‑making and decreasing the number of unnecessary
procedures.2 When applied to the fields of medicine and dentistry,
AI can play a crucial role in improving diagnosis accuracy and
revolutionizing care. AI is currently used for a variety of purposes
in dentistry: identification of normal and abnormal structures,
diagnosis of diseases and prediction of treatment outcomes.
Furthermore, AI is used extensively in dental laboratories and is
playing a growing role in dental education. The following review
describes current and future applications of AI in the clinical
practice of dentistry.

What Is Artificial Intelligence?
AI is a branch of computer science that aims to understand and build
intelligent entities, often instantiated as software programs.3 It can be
defined as a sequence of operations designed to perform a specific
task.4 Historically, artificially intelligent systems applied handcrafted rules to the specific tasks they were meant to solve. Each
task required domain-specific knowledge, engineering and manual
fine-tuning of the system by subject-matter experts. For instance, a
system designed to detect lesions in medical imaging might look for
abnormally coloured lumps of a given shape. The fine-tunable parts
of the system might be a range of healthy tissue colours or minimum
lengths and widths for a potential lump. Nowadays, medicine most
commonly uses a branch of AI called machine learning5 and, more
recently, deep learning.6
Machine learning (ML) is a branch of AI in which systems learn to
perform intelligent tasks without a priori knowledge or hand-crafted
rules. Instead, the systems identify patterns in examples from a
large dataset, without human assistance. This is accomplished by
defining an objective and optimizing the system’s tunable functions
to reach it. In this process, known as training, an ML algorithm gains
experience through exposure to random examples and gradual
adjustments of the “tunables” toward the correct answer. As a result,
the algorithm identifies patterns that it can then apply to new images.
This technique is analogous to an adult showing several photos of
cats to a child. The child eventually learns the patterns involved in
recognizing a cat and identifying one in new images.
Deep learning (DL) is a sub-branch of ML wherein systems attempt
to learn, not only a pattern, but also a hierarchy of composable
patterns that build on each other. The combination and stacking
of patterns create a “deep” system far more powerful than a plain,
“shallow” one. For instance, a child does not recognize a cat in a
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single, indivisible step of pattern-matching; rather, the child first sees
the edges of the object, a particular grouping of which defines a
textured outline with simple shapes, such as eyes and ears. Among
these components, larger groups such as heads and legs arise, and a
particular grouping of these defines the whole cat.
An extremely popular class of DL algorithms is the artificial neural
network (ANN), a structure composed of many small communicating
units called neurons organized in layers. A neural network is
composed of an input layer, an output layer and hidden layers in
between.7 It is possible to have 1 or a few hidden layers (shallow
neural network) or multiple/many hidden layers (deep neural
network, DNN) (Figure 1, a and b). These layers are called hidden
because their values are not pre-specified or visible to the outside.
Their aim is to make it possible to build hierarchically on information
retrieved from the visible input layer to compute the correct value of
the visible output layer. The pattern of connections between neurons
defines the particular neural network’s architecture, and the finetunable strengths of those connections are called the weights of the
neural network.
In medicine and dentistry, one of the most commonly used subclasses
of ANN is the convolutional neural network (CNN) (Figure 1c).
A CNN uses a special neuron connection architecture and the
mathematical operation, convolution, to process digital signals such
as sound, image and video. CNNs use a sliding window to scan a
small neighbourhood of inputs at a time, from left to right and top to
bottom, to analyze a wider image or signal. They are extremely well
adapted to the task of image classification and are the most-used
algorithm for image recognition.7

Clinical Application of AI in Dentistry
Radiology
CNNs have shown promising ability to detect and identify anatomical
structures. For example, some have been trained to identify and
label teeth from periapical radiographs. CNNs have demonstrated
a precision rate of 95.8–99.45% in detecting and identifying teeth,
almost rivaling the work of clinical experts, whose precision rate was
99.98%.8,9
CNNs have also been used for the detection and diagnosis of dental
caries.10 In 3000 periapical radiographs of posterior teeth, a deep
CNN algorithm was able to detect carious lesions with an accuracy
of 75.5–93.3% and a sensitivity of 74.5–97.1%. This is a considerable
improvement over diagnosis by clinicians using radiographs alone,
with sensitivity varying from 19% to 94%.11 Deep CNNs have great
potential for improving the sensitivity of dental caries diagnosis
and this, combined with their speed, makes them one of the most
efficient tools used in this domain.
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the architecture of neural networks. Artificial neural networks are structures used in machine
learning. They contain many small communicating units called neurons, which are organized in layers. a. Shallow neural networks
are composed of an input layer, a few hidden layers and an output layer. b. Deep neural networks have an input layer, multiple
hidden layers and an output layer. c. Convolutional neural networks use filters to scan a small neighbourhood of inputs.

Orthodontics

Periodontics

ANNs have immense potential to aid in the clinical decision-making
process. In orthodontic treatments, it is essential to plan treatments
carefully to achieve predictable outcomes for patients. However, it is
not uncommon to see teeth extractions included in the orthodontic
treatment plan. Therefore, it is essential to ensure that the best clinical
decision is made before initiating irreversible procedures. An ANN
was used to help determine the need for tooth extraction before
orthodontic therapy in patients with malocclusion.12,13 The four
constructed ANNs, taking into consideration several clinical indices,
showed an accuracy of 80–93% in determining whether extractions
were needed to treat patients’ malocclusions.12,13

According to the 1999 American Academy of Periodontology
classification of periodontal disease, 2 clinical types of periodontitis
are recognized: aggressive (AgP) and chronic (CP) forms.14 Because
of the complex pathogenesis of the disease, no single clinical,
microbiological, histopathological or genetic test or combination
of them can discriminate AgP from CP patients.15 Papantanopoulos
and colleagues16 used an ANN to distinguish between AgP and CP
in patients by using immunologic parameters, such as leukocytes,
interleukins and IgG antibody titers. The one ANN was 90–98%
accurate in classifying patients as AgP or CP. The best overall
prediction was made by an ANN that included monocyte, eosinophil,
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neutrophil counts and CD4+/CD8+ T-cell ratio as inputs. The study
concluded that ANNs can be employed for accurate diagnosis of AgP
or CP using relatively simple and conveniently obtained parameters,
such as leukocyte counts in peripheral blood.
Various non-surgical and surgical methods have been devised for the
treatment of periodontally compromised teeth (PCT) and supporting
structures.17 Despite advances in treatment modalities, no significant
improvement has been made in the method for diagnosing and
predicting the prognosis of PCT. Clinical diagnostic and prognostic
judgement depends heavily on empirical evidence.18 Lee and
coworkers19 evaluated the potential utility and accuracy of deep
CNN algorithms for diagnosing and predicting PCT. Using the CNN
algorithm, the accuracy of PCT diagnosis proved to be 76.7–81.0%,
while the accuracy of predicting the need for extraction was
73.4–82.8%. The noted difference in accuracy seemed to occur
between different types of teeth, with premolars more accurately
diagnosed as PCTs than molars (accuracies were 82.8% and 73.4%,
respectively). This could be explained by the fact that premolars
normally have a single root, whereas molars have 2 or 3 roots, thus
exhibiting a more complex anatomy for a CNN to interpret.
Endodontics
Although mandibular molars tend to have similar root canal
configurations, several atypical variations may occur.20 To minimize
treatment failures related to morphological differences and to
optimize the clinical outcomes of endodontic therapy, cone-beam
computed tomography (CBCT) has become the gold standard.
However, because of its higher dose of radiation compared with
conventional radiographs,21 CBCT is not used systematically. To
overcome such challenges, AI has been introduced to classify
the given data using a CNN22 to determine whether the distal
root of the first mandibular molar has 1 or more extra canals.
Radiographs of 760 mandibular first molars taken with dental
CBCT were analyzed. Once the presence or absence of the
atypia was determined, image patches of the roots obtained from
corresponding panoramic radiographs were processed by a deeplearning algorithm to classify morphology.

prognosis. As some oral lesions can be precancerous or cancerous
in nature, it is important to make an accurate diagnosis and prescribe
appropriate treatment of the patient. CNN has been shown to be
a promising aid throughout the process of diagnosis of head and
neck cancer lesions. With specificity and accuracy at 78–81.8% and
80–83.3%, respectively (compared with those of specialists, which
were 83.2% and 82.9% respectively), CNN shows great potential for
detecting tumoural tissues in tissue samples or on radiographs.25,26
One study used a CNN algorithm to distinguish between 2 important
maxillary tumours with similar radiologic appearance but different
clinical properties: ameloblastomas and keratocystic odontogenic
tumours.26 The specificity and the accuracy of diagnosis by the
algorithm were 81.8% and 83.3%, respectively, comparable with
those of clinical specialists at 81.1% and 83.2%. However, a more
significant difference was observed in terms of diagnostic time:
specialists took an average of 23.1 minutes to reach a diagnosis,
while the CNN achieved similar results in 38 s.26

Challenges of AI
The management and sharing of clinical data are major challenges
in the implementation of AI systems in health care. Personal data
from patients are necessary for initial training of AI algorithms, as
well as ongoing training, validation and improvement. Furthermore,
the development of AI will prompt data sharing among different
institutions and, in some cases, across national boundaries. To
integrate AI into clinical operations, systems must be adapted to
protect patient confidentiality and privacy.27 Thus, before considering
broader distribution, personal data will have to be anonymized.28
Even with the ability to take these precautions, there is skepticism
in the health care community about secure data sharing.

Oral Pathology

AI systems are also associated with safety issues. Mechanisms
must be created to control the quality of the algorithms used in
AI. To remedy this situation, the United States Food and Drug
Administration has created a new drug category, “Software as
Medical Device,” through which it regulates safe innovation and
patient safety.29 Ambiguous accountability in the use of AI systems
is another concern. Who will be held responsible for a patient who
faces unintentional consequences resulting from an error or adverse
event caused by the AI technology? Is it the professional’s fault, or
is it the fault of the developer who built the algorithm? Given that
our legal system is based on the fundamental assumption that fault
and crime are ultimately attributable to humans, substituting humans
with autonomous agents raises numerous questions of legal and
ethical order. These issues will continue to represent a considerable
challenge to our legal system for the foreseeable future.

Detection and diagnosis of oral lesions is of crucial importance
in dental practices because early detection significantly improves

Finally, the transparency of AI algorithms and data is a substantial
issue. The quality of predictions performed by AI systems relies

Although the CNN had a relatively high accuracy of 86.9%,20 several
limitations exist regarding its clinical integration. The images must be
segmented manually,23 which consumes a considerable amount of
time. Furthermore, the obtained images must be of adequate size and
should focus on a small region to allow the system to concentrate
on the object being studied, while covering enough area to include
pertinent information.24
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heavily on the accuracy of annotations and labeling of the
dataset used in training. Poorly labeled data can lead to poor
results.30 Clinic-labeled datasets may be of inconsistent quality,
thus limiting the efficacy of the resultant AI systems. Furthermore,
health care professionals should possess a full understanding of
the decisions and predictions made by an AI system, as well as
the capability to defend them.31 Interpretability of AI technology
is a known problem, and major advances are required before
certain classes of algorithms, such as neural networks, can
make clinical diagnoses or treatment recommendations with full
transparency.29

Conclusions
Although multiple studies have shown potential applications of
AI in dentistry, these systems are far from being able to replace

dental professionals. Rather, the use of AI should be viewed as a
complementary asset, to assist dentists and specialists. It is crucial to
ensure that AI is integrated in a safe and controlled manner to assure
that humans retain the ability to direct treatment and make informed
decisions in dentistry.
The road to successful integration of AI into dentistry will necessitate
training in dental and continuing education, a challenge that most
institutions are not currently prepared for. In addition, AI plays a
critical role in virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR). A
new term, mixed reality, incorporates aspects of generative AI,
VR and AR into computer-superimposed information overlays to
enhance learning and surgical planning.32 As various AI systems for
diverse dental disciplines are being developed and have produced
encouraging preliminary results, a future for AI in the health care
system cannot be discounted. AI systems show promise as a great aid
to oral health professionals.
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